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Lateks ialah sejenis sitoplasma se!. Pengetahuan tentang ciri-ciri biologinya yang
utama membolehkan keadaan fisiologi sistem latisifer dinilai dan seianjutnya menentu
kan dayanya untuk menghasil dan meregenerasikan kandungan selnya pada ketika
yang tertentu,

Beberapa penyelidikan biologi dan fisiologi yang dijalankan dalam dua puluh tahun
kebelakangan ini telah mendedahkan parameter-parameter lateks tertentu yang
mengawal pengeluaran secara langsung atau tidak langsung dan yang boleh menyurn
bang kepada penentuan 'diagnosis lateks'. Parameter-parameter ini adalah parameter
fizik (pH, potensi redoks), kimia (kandungan fosforus bukan organik dan magnesium)
dan biokimia atau enzim (kandungan pepejal lengkap, kandungan sukrosa dan tiol,
keaktifan fosfatase untuk pengiraan indeks pecahan).

Ditunjukkan bahawa dalam keadaan percubaan yang tertentu, semua parameter
ini mempunyai korelasi yang amat nyata dengan pengeluaran. Korelasi-korelasi ini
mungkin positif dan rnungkin negatif'. Oleh itu adalah lojik bahawa parameter
parameter ini mungkin menjadi faktor-faktor yang menghadkan pengeluaran, baik
dalam bidang aliran lateks mahupun dalam bidang regenerasi sel antara dua torehan.
Contoh diberi bagi setiap kriterium dan peranan fisiologinya dibincangkan. Perubahan
musim bersama dengan kesan penggalakan dan/atau jenis klon mesti diberi pertim
bangan dalam pemeriksaan nilai parameter-parameter ini. Keadaan sistem latisifer
yang tidak dieksploit sepenuhnya dan yang dieksploit dengan keterlaluan boleh
dianggarkan dengan rnenggunakan parameter-parameter ini.
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Abstract

Latex is a cel/ular cytoplasm. Knowledge of some of its important biological
characteristics should therefore make it possible to assessthe physiological condition
to the laticiferous system and hence its ability for producing and regenerating its
cel/ular content at a given moment.

A considerable amount ofbiological and physiological research carriedout during
the last twenty years has revealed certain parameters oflatex which controlproduction
directly or indirectly and which can contribute to the determination of a 'latex
diagnosis' . Theseparameters are physical (pH, redox potential), chemical (inorganic
phosphorus and magnesium contents) and biochemical or enzymatic (total solid
content, sucrose and thiols contents, phosphatase activities for bursting index
determination).

It has been shown that under certain experimental conditions al/ theseparameters
can be correlated with production in a highly significant manner. The correlations
may be positive or negative. In these cases, it is logical that the parameters might
be limiting factors with regard to production, either in the field oflatexflow, or in the
field of cel/ular regeneration between two tappings. An example is given for each
criterion and their physiological roles are discussed. Seasonal variations, together
with the effect ofstimulation and/or clone type, must be taken into account in the
examination of the values of al/ these parameters. Definition ofan under-exploited
condition and an over-exploited condition of the laticiferoussystem isenvisagedusing
these parameters.

Many different research studies' - 4 have led to extensive knowledge of the cytology
of the laticiferous system in Hevea. The latex of Hevea brasiliensis is without doubt ,
a cytoplasm in the strict sense of the term. It is easy to tap this cytoplasm with no
prior destruction of cells . Its characteristics are very close to those of in situ latex
except that some of the constituents of latex (mitochondria and nuclei) arenot collected
at tapping',

The cytoplasmic nature of latex leads to the belief that analysis of certain
biochemical and physicochemical parameters of this latex should provide knowledge
about the state of health of the laticiferous system in the same way that analysis of
the various physiological fluids provides information about man. Associated with
knowledge of ecoclimatic conditions, the tapping history of the panel and the
phytosanitary state of the tree, these criteria measured in the latex should make it
possible to draw up a 'latex diagnosis' . The purpose of this, is to optimise exploitation
(tapping method, hormone stimulation, etc.) by avoiding the exhausting of the

. laticiferous system while exploiting the maximum production potential of a given
clone under given ecoclimatic conditions.

Choice of the latex parameters to be analysed depends on the degree of correlation
which can be established between these parameters and production under appropriate
conditions.
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A large amount of research has made it possible to make such a selection of
parameters. The aim of the present paper is to make a synthesis of all this work and
thus to define the physiological significance of the various criteria retained in relation
to Hevea. production.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Collection of Latex

Studies of the flow of latexduring tapping have shown that there is elastic expansion
of the latex tubes during the early minutes of tapping':" accompanied by a substan
tial drop in turgor pressure which causes considerable damage to organelles such as
lutoids and Frey-Wyssling particles?-11 •

Consequently, the latex which flows during the first 5 min is set aside and the
fraction flowing between the fifth and thirty-fifth 'minutes of tapping is collected in
a container packed in ice. In addition, colIection in ice (at a temperature of less
than 5°C) leads to total blockingof the metabolism which normally continued in vitro,
at ambient temperature.

Collection of a 30-min fraction of tapping flow has the advantage of ensuring
adequate compensation of the variations of composition that occur during f1ow I2

, 13 .

The latex thus collected is carefully homogenised. It is used for analysis of pH,
redox potential (RP) and the bursting index of lutoids (BI). It is also used for the
preparation of a trichloroacetic extract (TCA) (9 parts of 2.5010 TCA to 1 part of
latex) . The TCA serum thus obtained enables the measurement of inorganic
phosphate, Mg, thiols and sucrose".

It is weIl known there are considerable seasonal variations in the composition of
latex":". For this reason, samples of latex were taken when latex parameters were
subjected to the least seasonal variations, i.e. from September to December in the
climatic conditions of the Ivory Coast".

The various analytical methods used have already been described",

Statistical Interpretation of the Results

Analysis was carried out either on the latex from thirty trees of the same clone
or on three mixtures of latex, each from ten trees, that were also representative of
a clone grown in a given plot.

The result obtained were subjected to various statistical analyses such as single and
multiple correlation, Fisher and Student tests, principal component analysis and
hierarchical ascending classification17.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Physiological justification of the various biochemical and physico-chemical para
meters of latex are given below.

pH

The pH of the total latex was generally determined, although in certain specific
cases the cytosolic pH and the intra-lutoid pH were also measured.

The largest part of the metabolism, and in particular the anabolic process of
regeneration of rubber, takes place in the cytosol or in contact with it". It was soon
observed that the relative alkalinisation of the medium (pH 7.0 - 7.5), activates
glycolysis, essentially by means of the invertase which appeared as the key enzymes
in the functioning of glycolysis":":" , This enzyme is extremely sensitive to physio
logical variations of pH (6.6 - 7.4). The same applies to phosphoenol-pyruvate
carboxylase (PEP-Case)22 which can divert a flow of substrates from its main
purpose of isoprenic synthesis. Among other enzymes which are sensitive to
physiological variations of pH are glyceraldehyde-phosphate dehydrogenase" (GAP
decarboxylase), a generator of NAD(P)H source of reducing capacity, and pyruvate
decarboxylase'S", which controls the production of acetate, the first step in
isoprenic anabolism (Figure 1).

It was possible in certain cases to correlate the cytosolic pH (in fact, when it was
a limiting factor), important in metabolism regulation, directly and highly significant
with production (Figure 2)13,25 -27. The logic of such correlation is obvious: when it
occurs it probably indicates the limiting nature of the regeneration of cell material
- and hence of rubber - between two tappings, notably by the slowing of glucidic
catabolism for low pH.

The regulation mechanism of the pH of cytosol, which is of great importance",
involves two major phenomena. The first is a biochemical pl-l-stat as described by
Davies". It originates in the successive functioning of PEP-Case, of malate
dehydrogenase and malic enzyme". The second mechanism involves a bio-osmotic
pl-l-stat" :" . The main constituent element of this mechanism is the tonoplast
ATPase discovered by d' Auzac" and which functions as a proton pumpJ4.J5,J6 from
the cytosol to the lutoids. This pl-l-stat also implies a proton pump operating in the
opposite direction and energised by an NADH oxido-reduction system" . The various
elements of the regulation of the pH of the cytosol are shown in Figure 3. By means
of these pumps, the protons brought by the acids produced by the catabolism of
carbohydrate can be ejected into the vacuole and into the apoplast thus contributing
to the homeostasis of the cytosol". The setting up of this proton gradient energises
active transport to the vacuole compartment (citrate, basic amino acids, calcium,
etc.)J8 and very probably the influx of sucrose from the apoplast to the laticiferous
cytosol" (Figure 3). It should be noted that citrate, Ca2+ and Mg2+ concentrated in
lutoid serum, are inhibitors of certain cytosolic enzymes which are also often regulated
by the pH (Figure 4).
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Figure 1. pH influence on the activity of important enzymatic steps in latex glycolytic pathway.

The vertical dotted lines indicate the pH physiological range of latex.
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degradation oflutoids and a malfunctioning ofcytosol metabolism; 9: Specific
activity of tonoplastic 'A TPase increases 12 h after ethephon treatment causing
a cytosol alkalinisation, an increase of the glycolytic activity and (?) an
acceleration of H+-sucrose influx.
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Physiological Basis for Latex Diagnosis of the Functioning of the Lat iciferous System

It has been known for a long time that the stimulation of latex production by
substances such as 2,4-0, ANA and CuS04 and ethephon (which was introduced by
Abraham et al:", and d 'Auzac and Ribaillier"), is accompanied by an alkalinisation
of the latex and particularly of the cytosol which is roughly proportional to the
increase in production2o.24.26.42. Such alkalinisation of the cytosol constitutes logically
one of the factors that may explain the over-production linked with stimulation.
Another cause of over-production is to be sought in activation of proteosynthesis
detected globally 12 h after the application of ethephon" and then observed more
specifically" at the level of the synthesis of tonoplast (lutoid) ATPase. If ATP is not
a limiting factor, such synthesis accounts for the activation of an influx of intra-lutoid
protons and hence the alkalinisation of the laticiferous cytosol. Finally, very recent
results lead also to suggesting activation of a probably active influx of sucrose at
the level of the laticiferous plasmalemma".

It should also be noted that the pH of latex is at least, to a certain extent, a clonal
characteristic". In addition, the appearance of at least some types of bark dryness
is accompanied by a significant fall in the pH of the latex". There can be two
reasons for this . The first probably results from inadequate functioning of the ATPases
causing the outflux of protons from the cytosol; the second is certainly the degradation
of lutoids lead ing to the release of H + concentrated in the vacuole, into the
cytosol'<':". A mechanism explaining the degradation of the lutoid membrane and
the release of intra-lutoidic protons has been proposed by Chrestin".

Experiments showing a significant negative correlation between the pH 'of latex
and the BI have been carried our" Lutoids burst more extensively causing a rise in
the BI, and the cytosol thus becomes relatively more acidified .

It can thus be generalised that when the pH is low, the carbohydrate catabolism
will be weak, isoprenic synthesis will be reduced and hence the rubber content and
production will be small (and vice versa).

Sucrose

In all plants, sucrose originating in photosynthesis is the basic molecule involved
in all anabolic synthesis, whether concerning starch, cellulose, membrane or reserve
lipids or numerous secondary metabolites of the plant kingdom. Hevea is no exception
to this rule, and the secondary rnetabolite cis-polyisoprene comes directly" or
indirectly" from sucrose.

Numerous authorsI2.'J.2o.21,24 .25,49 -ll have shown the primordial role played by

sucrose in the production of latex in Hevea. Under conditions in which sugar may
be a limiting factor, direct correlations appear between the sugar content of latex
and the rubber production of the tree I4

•
49. A high sugar content in latex may signify

good supply to the laticiferous cells associated with good utilisation in the metabolism
of these cells". However, a high sugar content in latex may also signify a high or
low rate of supply which is nevertheless associated with low metabolic utilisation of
the sugar and leading finally to low productivity. The latter possibility is revealed
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in particular by a negative sugar-pH relationship: high sugar levels correspond to
a low pH 47 in the latex indicating slow carbohydrate catabolism.

The phenomenon may also account for the fact that the sugar content of latex
from trees affected by bark dryness is sometimes higher than that of latex from healthy
control trees 44,S2. The cytological":" and biochemical" disorganisation caused by
bark dryness may also imply metabolical malfunctioning of the laticiferous system .

It is also accepted that hormone stimulation accentuates, in a transitory manner ,
the sink effect of sucrose in latex!':":". On the other hand, the effect of stimulation
of the yield is linked with the extent of the sink effect 14,21.n, in other words, the
availability of sucrose in the areas of bark next to the tapping panel is of prime
importance. There are two explanations to account for the increase of the sink
effect. The first might involve considerable activation of carbohydrate catabolism;
part of the sugars might be used either by the chain of mitochondrial cytochromes
or by alternate cyano-resistance respiration which gives poor yield as regards
production of ATp57

,58. The second explanation may involve direct activation of the
active influx of sucrose at the level of the laticiferous plasmalemma":" (Figure 3).

From a practical point of view, it will be noted that hormone stimulation is effective
a priori in increasing production when the sugar content of the latex is naturally high
and the pH of the latex low (activation of carbohydrate catabolism) . On the other
hand, stimulation may have practically no positive effect on production if:

• too intensive exploitation has led to a fall in the sugar content of the tapping
panel, or

• if the bark renewal pane1located above the tapping cut is too large (this is the
panel blockage phenomenon well known in GT 1)14, or

• if the starting of peroxidative phenomena which are typical of a certain category
of bark dryness occurs'", or finally

• if phenomena such as the invasion of the laticiferous tubes by thyllosoids leads
to the in situ coagulation of latex" or if the appearance of gum in the
laticiferous tissue'" results in bark dryness which mayor may not be
different from the preceding type.

Total Solids Content of Latex

This parameter is very easy to measure and is of definite value. However, as is
the case for sugar, its value may result from antinomic phenomena.

Low rubber content values may result from inadequate regeneration of
cis-polyisoprene between two tappings. This appears to be the case of PB 86 whose
enzymatic system fur the biogenesis of rubber appears to be limited". It is normal
in such cases to obtain positive correlations between this parameter and production";
this type of correlation (Figure 2) was also found by Milford et a16J

• It is also
accepted that at least in certain types of over-exploitation, there are signi ficant drops
in the TSC accompanied by the appearance of bark dryness":".
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On the other hand, high TSC values may indicate a high rate of regeneration (thus
a priori satisfactory), but at the same time these values may limit production and
in particular the flow of the latex owing to the high viscosity caused 27

•63 (Figure 2).

It should be specified in the latter case that the phenomenon will a priori be all the
more marked if the availability of water is a limiting factor". That is to say that
inadequate hydric transfer from parenchymatic tissue to the laticiferous tissue will
prevent latex from being diluted by water. Such demand for water is a classic
phenomenon in laticiferous tissue during tapping10, but this demand may be slowed
down in the case of dry bark which has not been induced by over-exploitation and
where cell permeability may be reducedt' :" . The result may be an increase in TSC.
This phenomenon has been observed by Sivakumaran and Pakianathan'" and by
Prevot et al. (unpublished results) .

Stimulation with ethephon probably plays a role in hydric transfer. This may
explain the drop in TSC that it causes 27

•
42 and also, in part, the considerable ease

of flow observed after treatment. It is also known that the availability of water can
greatly limit response to stimulation".

Thiols

The thiols in latex consist of cysteine, methionine and above all of glutathion'".
They play an important and complex role .

Several authors I 4,47,69 have thus succeeded in showing the existence of highly
significant positive correlations between the thiol content and production (Figure 2).
This means, classically, that low thiol contents can limit production in certain cases.

Two major roles can be attributed to latex thiols which, together with ascorbic
acid":", make up quantitatively the main reducing molecules in latex. Their presence
is indispensable in all the cells since these molecules can neutralise va;ious forms of
toxic oxygen which are the classic by-products of any cellular metabolism":".

It is now commonly accepted that the oxido-reduction chains operating in the
chloroplasts, and also in the mitochondria (cytochrome chain and cyano-resistant
respiration), may produce as by-products, varying amounts of hydrogen peroxide
(HP) and superoxide ions (0~·)73. Such molecules are usually neutralised by
enzyme systems such as catalase and superoxide dismutase or by reducing agents
(antioxidants) such as thiols and ascorbic acid. This production of toxic oxygen
remains small but real when the metabolism is normal, but can reach considerable
proportions when cells are subjected to stress, whatever the reason might ben.73

• This
is the case with bark dryness resulting from traumatism caused by over-exploitation
of Hevea", The thiol groups (together with the other antioxygens) are then used up
and the reducing capacity of the latex is sometimes not sufficient for their regeneration.
Such regeneration involves the functioning of enzymes such as glutathion reductase
which is present in latex".
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It must be remembered that the harmfulness of toxic forms of oxygen acts at the
level of the degradation of genes. and. even more important, can cause cellular
decompartmentalisation following the peroxidative degradation of membrane
phospholipids15.

Thiols can also operate in a different way in cell metabolism. It is thus accepted
today that at least six enzymes of the Calvin cycle in photosynthesis, are considerably
more active when the R-S-S-R groups which make up their basic structure are reduced
to R-SH by reducing capacity which depends on the photoreduction of ferredoxin".
If ferredoxin is not present in the latex , it seems that reducing capacity from glucidic
catabolism 19.11 is capable of maintaining a reduced degree of glutathion and the
latter, in its turn, may activate certain enzymes either by reducing the R-S-S-R groups
of certain enzymes or by means of another mechanism. This is the case of invertase"
and pyruvate-kinase" and, it would appear, of HMGCoA reductase" which in an
activated form allows more active functioning of cell metabolism.

Bursting Index of Lutoids

The bursting index (BI) of lutoids indicates the wholeness of lutoids (vacuo
lysosomes) in latex~5 .8 1.81 . The test was proposed by Ribaillier". It is determined by
measuring the ratio of free acid phosphatase activity to the total phosphatase activity
of latex. Given the high coagulant capacity of lutoids shown by Sou thorn and
Edwin", a high BI signifies the partial destabilisation of the latex which may induce
micro-coagulations. The latter occurs at the open extremities of the laticiferous tubes.
It results in a limit to the duration of flow which can also be characterised using
the plugging index defined by Milford et at".

The destabilising effect of lutoids as regards the colloidal suspension that is formed
by latex" is explained by the release of lutoid H + ions into cytosol with a low buffer
capacity. Positively charged bivalent cations such Ca 2

+ and Mg1
+ are also involved

in this phenomenon. The release of lutoidic peroxidases'" which react with their
cytosolic phenolic substrates, and the release of polyphenoloxidases from the
Frey-Wyssling particles", are also involved in the coagulation of latex86.87.

It is clear that in addition to these destabilising effects connected with the bursting
of lutoids, there is also a slowing of the metabolism following the acidification of
the cytosol and possibly the inhibition of certain key cytosol ic enzymes by certain
substances accumulated in the lutoids (inhibition of invertase by Mg1

> 88or Cu1
+ 89,

inhibition of phosphofructokinase and PEP carboxylase by citrate" (Figure 4)].

It is therefore normal in certain cases, to encounter highly significant inverse
correlations between BI and production":" (Figure 5) like the inverse correlations
shown between the plugging index (PI) and production":", The inverse correlation
between BI and production can be accompanied in particular by an inverse correlation
between BI and pH~7 indicating that greater bursting of lutoids may effectively
induce cytosol acidification.
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P < 0.001.

In parallel, Chrestin" has shown a very close direct correlation between the
ac tivity of reactions producing toxic oxygen and BI. Finally, in certain cases of bark
dryness, a direct relationship can be ob served between the appearance of the disease
(percentage of length of dry bark) and BI44

•

However, bark dryness in Hevea is a disease which may be a result of various
causes" :". The mechanism of the appearance of bark dryness linked with peroxida-
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tive phenomena as proposed by Chrestin", is one of the types of bark dryness
referred to as physiological fatigue. Bark dryness caused by pathological factors
probably exists; the vectors remain to be discovered": In addition, the over
exploitation which causes considerable physiological modifications of the laticiferous
system does not appear necessarily to cause substantial modifications to PI or BI64

•
92

•

Nevertheless, Yeang and Paranjothy" observed considerable reduction in the volume
of the bottom fraction and the polyphenoloxidase activities which can result from
different biological mechanisms. The last case brings to mind the appearance of
physiological fatigue countering the regeneration of subcel1ular organites and the
enzymatic activities connected with the biosynthesis of rubber and the limiting of
intercompartmental transfers .

However, a high Bl measured when latex is col1ected indicates cell decompartmen
talisation' which is unfavourable to the flow of latex and to the regeneration of the
contents between two successive tappings.

Inorganic Phosphate

Free inorganic phosphate (Pi) in the cytosol may reflect the energy metabolism.
In 1964, d'Auzac" demonstrated the highly significant positive relationship in
PR 107 latex between the availability of labile energising phosphate (LEP) and the
biosynthetic activity measured in vitro as regards acetate-Zr'C on the one hand, and
the same LEP and production of the trees on the other (Figure 5).

Significant correlations have been shown more recently between ATP latex content,
ATPI ADP latex ratio and yield?'.

Eschbach et al." and Subronto" also showed direct correlations between the total
Pi content of latex and the production of certain clones. The significance of such
correlations should perhaps be sought in an inadequate supply of Pi in the latex of
the clones in question.

I t has been known since 195996 that stimulation - which plays an obvious role
in the activating of the laticiferous metabolism-often results in an increase in the
phosphate content of latex, whatever the stimulation agent; this result has since been

. confirmed":". It is probable that a laticiferous system operating weakly has less Pi
in its latex (since the molecule is closely linked with the energy metabolism) than a
laticiferous system subjected to more intensive exploitation and whose metabolism
is therefore more active.

Magnesium

When magnesium in latex is discussed, the total magnesium usual1y assayed by
complexometry is meant. It would certainly be more judicious for Mg2

+ , as for Pi,
which are known to accumulate considerably in lutoids", to assay the Mg2 + and Pi
in the cytosol. Nevertheless, Mg2 + plays several roles in latex. These are:
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• the Mg2
• positively charged bivalent cation leads, when the cation is present

at a high enough concentration. neutralising the negative charges of the
colloidal suspension which forms latex. The bursting of the lutoids, lutoids
which form a 'reservoir' of Mg2

. , contributes to this neutralisation and
hence to the coagulation of the latex 8.85• This is encountered in latex with
a very high Mg2 + content e.g, in clones Gl I, AVROS 308, etc.98

• Mg2
• is an activator which is indispensable to the functioning of numerous

enzymes in latex : APTases in general", various kinases such as
phosphofructokinase". pyruvate kinase", PEP carboxylase'"; etc.

• Mg2
+ also inhibits other enzymes such as invertase". This explains why it must

be partially eliminated from the cytosol by being trapped in the lutoids"
where it contributes by itself to the trapping of citrate, another cytosolic
inhibitor?'.

This diversity in the role of Mg2 + is shown again here by an equilibrium
phenomenon, and it can be expected to find a relationship with production in the
form of a 'bell-shaped curve'.

In fact, Subronto et al." have shown the existence of a significant inverse
correlation between the Mg2

' content· and production. However, on the contrary,
Eschbach et al." were able to show a positive correlation between Mg2 + and
production; this means that in these last experiments the biological role of Mg2

• ,

as an activator of cytosol enzymes, is greater than its role as a destabiliser.

The Redox Potential of Latex

The latex tubes are the sites of an intense metabolism connected with the partial
regeneration of their content between two tappings. Expressed as a simplification,
distinction can be made between oxidation (catabolism) of sucrose, producing energy,
reduction capacity and acetate, on one hand and the anabolism process based on
the reduction of intermediate metabolites by means of cofactors reduced by catabolism
on the other.

The importance of oxidation and peroxidation phenomena as regards the stability
of the membranes of subcellular organites is also known \7 .

Measurement of the redox potential (RP) of latex and/or cytosol should lead
logically to integrated measurement of the redox phenomena in the laticiferous cells .
As the redox potential of cytosol is always reducing (redox potential less than 0) and
that of lutoid serum is always oxidant (redox potential greater than 0)47, measure
ment of the RP of latex could also give an idea of the compartmentalisation in the
latex. Prevot et al. " were able to show inverse correlations between the RP and
production (Figure 5) : the greater the reducing value of the RP (less than 0), the
greater the production. In such cases, a low RP indicates the satisfactory function
ing of the laticiferous cells (good compartmentalisation), active lutoids and available
reduction capacity. An increase in the RP is the sign of a certain compartmental
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and metabolic degradation, and in particular a lack of available reduction capacity.
It should also be noted that latex from trees affected by partial bark dryness possess
a significantly higher RP (less reductive) than that of latex from healthy control
trees' :".

It therefore seems logical that a low RP (reducing) indicates a medium in which
the regenerative processes of anabolism are potentially active. An RP which becomes
less reductive should be considered to be the sign of a metabolic modification or of
cornpartrnental degradation which is harmful as regards productivity.

CONCLUSION

With the aim of establishing a diagnosis of the physiological state of the laticiferous
system , all the criteria described were selected for ease of measurement and in relation
to the importance of their role in the physiology of productivity - whether this be
in regards to the flow of latex or its regeneration. This being so, the various parameters
probably do not all have the same 'weight' as regards productivity.

Other parameters are still being sought. The PI of Milford et al.6J is of undoubted
interest although it is slow to use. Various scientists have proposed modified versions
which are easier to handlelOl.lo2.IOJ.

Analysis of the numerical values of the parameters is complex since they may:

• not be connected or on the contrary correlated positively or negatively with
production , depending on the ci rcumstances, or

• vary, particularly in absolute terms, with the vegetative cycle of Hevea and with
climatic conditions, or

• be clonal characteristics of different extents.

Taking into account a single parameter is inadequate. Thus, although a high sucrose
value is satisfactory a priori, other criteria must be taken into account at the same
time. For example, in this case, a low pH may indicate poor use of this sucrose and
a high BI may indicate certain limitations in regard to carbohydrate catabolism.

Nevertheless, when values of the parameters and of the individual production of
some thirty trees of the same clone and from the same experimental plot are known,
the establishment of correlations that may appear between some of the parameters
will make interpretation easier.

It is possible that during practical experimental work some of the parameters
described here may be discarded or replaced by others that turn out to be better
correlated with production or more descriptive of an important aspect of exploitation
physiology, particularly with regard to availability of water.

Nevertheless, in spite of obvious difficulties, the experimental work in progress
seems promising; over- and under-exploitation definition tests have already been
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attempted (Tables 1 and 2). The result of the diagnosis should make it possible to
optimise exploitation intensity by modifying the length of tapping cut and frequency
of tapping, the position of the cut with regard to possible panel blockage and the
intensity of stimulation (concentration of ethephon, frequency of application, etc.).
One can thus hope to attain the potential optimum production of a given clone in
specific ecoclimatic conditions. In addition, the physical and biochemical parameters
described here are already being used for the early selection of new clones created
by IRCA104

•

TABLE.J. PHYSIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS OF LATEX ACCORDING TO CONDITIONS
OF HEVEA EXPLOITATION97

Parameter Under-exploitation Over-exploitation

pH (>7.05) high « 6.80) low

TSC (>35) high «30) low

Suc (> 16) high ( <5) low

Pi «8) low (>20) high

Mg/Pi (> 1.5) high «0.5) low

RP (reducing) low (oxidising) high

RSH «0.40) low (>0.90 or <0.40) low or high

Dry bark . low high

The values within brackets are provided for GT I in Cameroon (concentrations expressed in mM) .

TABLE 2. CORRELATIONS BETWEEN LATEX PARAMETERS AND
YIELD IN THE CASE OF OVER-EXPLOITATION97

' .

Correlations between
yield and latex parameters

Yield - TSC > 0 after stimulation

Yield - Suc > 0 after stimulation

Yield - BI < 0 after stimulation

Yield - Pi > 0 after stimulation

Yield - RSH > 0 before stimulation

Correlations between
latex parameters

TSC - Suc > 0 after stimulation

TSC - RSH > 0 after stimulation

TSC - BI < 0 after stimulation

Sue - Mg > 0 after stimulation

Very frequent and high correlations are underlined.

Finally, there is no doubt that the defining of the parameters described here has
considerably aided understanding of the physiology of the laticiferous system and
hence to precise some important limiting factors in the production of Hevea latex.
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DISCUSSION

J .B. GOMEZ (Rubber Research Institute of Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia)

One graph in Figure2 shows negative correlation between yield and total solid s content while the other
shows a positive correlation . Is there a mistake?

H . CHRESTIN

There is no mistake; in the two cases , there are two different metabolisms. In the first one, the limiting
factor is the high viscosity of latex associated with high TSC. So, if the viscosity of latex is high, the
production is low. Thus, while the regeneration of latex is good, the limiting factor is the viscosity. In
the seco nd case, the regeneration of latex is a limiting factor for [he production.

ASRIL DARUSSAMIN (Balai Penelitian Perkebunan Sungei Putih, Indonesia)

What is the interaction between lutoids and mitochondria, focussing your answer on ATPase activity?

H . CHRESTlN

There is no clear evidence of involvement of large numbers of mitochondria in the function of latex
vessels . Further, we have shown that the enzymatic systems we studied were not mitochondrial in origin
because they were not inhibited by the classical inhibitors of the mitochondrial and plasmalemma ATPase
systems. Instead, they were powerfully inhibited by typical tonoplastic ATPase inhibitors. So we conclude
that there is no contamination by mitochondrial effects in our experimental conditions .

LEONG TAT THIM (Guthrie Research Chernara, Serernban. Negri Sembilan, Malaysia)

Have you studied the levels of sucrose, N, P, K and Mg contents from the latex of the partial dry trees
and normal dry trees?

H. CHRESTlN

Yes, we have done a lot of measurements on sucrose content of latex in relation to dryness. It appears
that initially the sucrose content of latex decreases at the beginning of dryness but later the sucrose
content increases once the metabolic machinery is impaired. Mg" ~ and inorganic phosphate were shown
10 decrease in the latex in dry trees. Nand K were not analysed in the experiment.
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